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Designed specifically for Rick Steves fans, this map highlights choice destinations throughout
Italy, from the Alpe di Suisi to Sicily, in a colorful, easy-to-use format on high-quality paper that
lasts over many trips:Cuts the Clutter: While big cities are left for navigational purposes, this map
is otherwise stripped clean and filled in only with places that matter to travelers.Guidebook-
Friendly: At a glance, all the places you read about in Rick's Italy, Rome, Venice and Florence
guidebooks stand out in a crisp, easy-to-read formatRail or Road: Includes important train lines
and highways (and ferry routes) for easy route-planning, no matter how you'll get around.The
Back's Even Better: The reverse side includes detailed city-center maps of Rome, Venice,
Florence, and Siena City, locating sights, hotels and restaurants from Rick's city guidebooks.

About the AuthorSince 1973, Rick Steves has spent about four months a year exploring Europe.
His mission: to empower Americans to have European trips that are fun, affordable, and
culturally broadening. Rick produces a best-selling guidebook series, a public television series,
and a public radio show, and organizes small-group tours that take over 30,000 travelers to
Europe annually. He does all of this with the help of more than 100 well-traveled staff members
at Rick Steves' Europe in Edmonds, WA (near Seattle). When not on the road, Rick is active in
his church and with advocacy groups focused on economic and social justice, drug policy
reform, and ending hunger. To recharge, Rick plays piano, relaxes at his family cabin in the
Cascade Mountains, and spends time with his son Andy and daughter Jackie. Find out more
about Rick at www.ricksteves.com and on Facebook.Connect with Rick:facebook.com/
RickStevestwitter: @RickStevesinstagram: ricksteveseurope
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Fodor's The Amalfi Coast, Capri & Naples (Full-color Travel Guide) Fodor's Florence & Tuscany:
with Assisi & the Best of Umbria (Full-color Travel Guide)



mary calvin, “Travel. Great map”

Tricia R, “Easy to read. Easy to read, easy to fold. Rip resistant material helped us plan out
vacation.”

Chris, “Great quality. Great quality paper and ample map detail.”

Jordan Nicole, “Exactly as Expected!. I actually came across this fold-out map planning guide at
my local Barnes & Noble store when I was browsing the international travel section for a gift, but
decided to check pricing on here before spending $9 at the store. Good thing I did, because it's
almost half the price on here! Because I saw it in the store initially, I knew exactly what I was
getting, but I do want to point out that this is simply an old school fold-out map of Italy--it is not a
pocket guidebook, etc.I am planning a trip to Italy with my dad for next year, and really I just
needed something to put an airline gift card in that would be fitting with the theme, so I got this
and a calendar. I will say that the paper is good quality, feels relatively durable and is nice and
smooth. Can't complain!”

Savivi, “Italy....here we come!. I ordered the map, phrase book and tour book because our family
is going to Italy in 2016. We haven't really used these items yet because it's a year away.
However, I have paged through the phrase book and while trying to sound like I know what I'm
saying with an Italian accent could probably get me arrested. I think all of these items will be
very helpful but all of them combined are overwhelming. I don't want to spend all of my vacation
looking things up in a book or a map.”

LMR, “Great and as advertised. While I haven't taken this out on a test drive yet, I am using this
plan an upcoming trip to Italy and it's great! Except in heavy rain, I have to think it will serve it's
purpose on the road as well. Seems like it would easily stand up to being pulled in and out of a
backpack and it has the details travellers need. My only suggestion: I'd love regional maps. It
only hits some major cities it you're getting off the beaten path, as Rick Steves urges you to do,
finding maps that can help you plan a trip is difficult.”

Gregory P. Smith, “A Good Map. If you prefer a fold out print map for your Italy travels, this is the
one since it not only encompasses the entire country, but major cities as well. However, I found
that I didn't use it much because the main Italy guide book offered enough "micro maps" to get
you through. The other dynamic is that little instrument, the smart phone which has "map apps"
to guide you (Rick Steves apps a great as well). It was uncanny how many tourists one would
see walking through Milan, or Venice, or Rome holding the phone in their left hand and pulling
luggage with their right, in their attempt to locate the hotel or train station!”



Chloé Manseau L., “Highly recommand. This map was my best friend during my travel in Italy. It’s
very complete, has the touristic attraction. It’s easy to write on it with a pen to take notes, and the
material is waterproof and durable. The blog of the author also helps with free audio tours. This
was the best travel item I got for this trip.”

The book by Rick Steves has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 527 people have provided feedback.
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